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VII.

Percussion band (class) vs in with the winds
a. How to get them more in depth knowledge if they are in with the winds?
b. Keep them busy in both situations
Stroke- Full
a. Full stroke is every where
How to approach concert band vs marching band
a. How the different instruments are played, playing spots
Think like a wind player- note length, dynamics and attacks (articulations)
Double, triple, quadruple mallet parts
Part Assignments- no specialist, rotate, excel sheet
a. Set up of equipment- list of songs
b. Mallets- who buys them?
Be able to teach them technique on all percussion instruments
a. Youtube.com search - VicFirth percussion 101

In the following packet I will be discussing the basic principles that I teach in my beginning and middle
school percussion classes. I discuss the snare drum, mallet playing and timpani. Any further questions
about mallet, or stick selection please call or email.
Aric Hageman, Instructor 307.851.2022 arichageman@yahoo.com aric.hageman@laramie1.org
Snare Drum
I am constantly watching my students’ technique. Tips together, correct stick angles, thumb on side of
stick, correct wrist motion, palms down, etc.
With all of my classes of percussion, 6th, 7th, and 8th grades, I have them all working on the same
instruments at the same time. This eases set up time and keeps their learning consistent. The classes are
also periods 1, 2 and 3 in the same room.
No matter if a student is right-handed or left-handed, I teach everyone right hand lead. When students
get into a drum line they will need to play the same sticking or visually the sticking will not line up. Even
though I teach right hand lead, I try to enforce that each hand has to be strong as everyone has a weak
hand.
I have included the Vic Firth Rudiment Quadrants. This is a great way to teach your students the
rudiments. Have them play the rudiment slow-fast-slow. Then the packet shows them how it can be
applied in music. These are also online with a built-in metronome and some even have videos of the
rudiments being played.
The Four Strokes used in Percussion playing is executed through what is called a “Piston” stroke. The
Piston stroke is an up and down motion, breaking at the wrist, not the elbow. The illustration on page 2

is showing the stick height not the actual direction the stick moves. The piston stroke is to be used
when playing all percussion instruments.

Full Stroke- starts and ends high (up position).
Tap Stroke- starts and ends low.
Down stroke- start high and ends low.
Up Stroke- starts low and ends high.
The following are examples of each stroke being applied in rudiments.
•

Full stroke- Single Stroke roll. All strokes should be the same height.

•

Tap, Down, and Up- Single Paradiddile. Down, Up, Tap, Tap.

•

Down and Up- Flam. Both at the same time.

As part of the daily warm-up with the snare I always have the students play through the three types of
rolls. Single Stroke, Double Stroke, and Multiple Bounce or Buzz Roll. We play them slow to fast to slow.
I see amazing progress by the end of each year and by the time they go to high school.
One thing I stress with the Multiple Bounce roll is the skeleton or primary strokes of the roll. I am sure
that with some of your students as do some of mine, they see or hear what I am playing but are not
playing the same number of strokes as the roll dictates. An example of this is in the Vicfirth Quadrants
section A number 4. It is very important that the students understand the different notation for the
rolls.

Diddle- two strokes with the same hand. The below example should sound like thirty-second notes.

Mallets
Mallets are one of the areas that is neglected in percussion instruction. I make sure that when I am
teaching my middle school students that I focus a lot of instruction in this area.
The first thing I teach is that every stroke is a full stroke. This is very difficult for students to understand.
At this same time I talk about playing spots.

The numbers and the X are the locations that one may play on the bars. Playing spots 1, 2, 3 and 4 all
have the same tone qualities for your general playing. Playing spot X has the deepest tone quality. The
player does not want to mix playing spot X with 1, 2, 3, or 4 as this will give them an uneven tone
quality. These rules are applied for the xylophone, marimba, and vibraphone but you must play in the x
playing spot on the bells as the bars are smaller.
When teaching my students about playing spots, I teach them to play using mostly playing spot 1 on the
upper manual and 3 on the lower manual. This will keep consistent tone and they will be able to play
faster while using less energy, especially with the chromatic scale.
The following diagram shows the playing spots if a player was to play on the same note like in a roll.

While I am working on the mallets with my students I also start them on singing and matching pitches.
We sing intervals and scales while we play as much as we can. We do this to help with their ears so they
can play the timpani. We play all major scales and I teach them key signatures. We also play through
scale patters in thirds and triplets with different sticking.
Timpani
From observing students over the years, I have learned that timpani is one of the most misunderstood
instruments. The first thing that students need to know in order to play timpani is how to read bass clef.

Second, they need to know the range of the drums so they can put the pitches on the correct drums.
Third, they need to understand the stroke to play the instrument. If they have a good understanding of
the full stroke on the mallet instruments they will have an advantage. Fourth, playing spots. Fifth, they
need to know when and how to mute the instrument. Sixth, Rolls are single stroked. No Multiple
bounce!

The diagrams above show the location of each drum, their size, the range and the playing spots.
The correct playing spot is between the two lugs that surround the pedal and two inches from the
bearing edge.
Tuning- I tell me students that it is easier to tune up to the pitch than it is to tune down to the pitch. By
pushing the toe down on the pedal you are setting the pitch tension. By pushing the heel down the
tension could slip and you will lose the pitch. To tune the drum do the following:
•
•
•

Play pitch from pitch pipe or mallet instrument, then sing it
Make sure pedal is heel down, play drum with mallet
Push toe down till the pitch is matched

Use the correct mallet for the piece of music. In your mallet cabinet you should have at least two types
of mallets. Vic Firth T3 Staccato for soft playing and the T4 Ultra Staccato for more articulate playing. In
the music it will either say soft (T3) or hard (T4). Do not use timpani mallets on the suspended cymbal,
use yarn mallets. You need to wrap all timpani and bass drum mallets that have soft felt with pantyhose
to protect the felt and to make them last longer.
Timpani Muting is done by placing the fingers of the hand on the drum to stop the sound. Mute notes so
they do not ring longer than their written value. If playing with a concert band, the timpanist needs to
match the note length of the tuba players or other low voices. In the example below the timpanist
would mute the drum on count two. This is shown by the X. In time, play-mute.
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